
STEWARDS REPORT 
 

SEOUL RACECOURSE 
 

Sunday 13th June 2010 
 

Weather: Fine 
Track:  greater than 20% (races 1-3); 19% (races 4-11) 
 
Stewards: Kwang Ho Lee (Chairman), James Perry, T B Oh, Bae Young-phil 
 
RACE ONE:  CLASS 5 - DOMESTIC BRED – 1200 METRES 
Lee Gi Woong (ALWAYS TOP) was fined for careless riding in that near the 800m he 
allowed his mount to improve up onto the heels of GANGJAJEPAE and having to be 
checked and shift out resulting in TAEYANGGUI YEOGEOL being carried out onto 
the heels of REAL PLAY and having to be checked. Lee Gi Woong has incurred two 
recent reprimands for this offence so, in accordance with the KRA penalty guidelines, his 
penalty was increased and his license to ride in races was suspended for 2 race days. A 
post race veterinary examination of ALWAYS TOP revealed the colt to have sustained  
 
RACE TWO: CLASS 6 - DOMESTIC BRED – 1200 METRES 
Park Si Cheon replaced Han Sung Youl (back injury) as the rider of WONDERFUL. 
Moon Jung Kyun (GREY STONE) was warned for carelessly allowing his mount to 
shift in momentarily, when endeavouring to cross CAPTURE ENEMY which was 
mildly inconvenienced. GREAT KINGDOM was slowly away (3L). A post race 
veterinary examination of GREAT KINGDOM, CAPTURE ENEMY and GREY 
STONE did not reveal any abnormality. A swab sample was taken from CAPTURE 
ENEMY. GREY STONE cast its near hind racing plate in running. 
 
RACE THREE: CLASS 6 – DOMESTIC BRED – 1000 METRES 
GWACHEON DAERYUK was difficult to load in the barrier and will be required to 
undergo a stall test prior to its next start. CLEAN ENERGY missed the start (3L). 
ONEWAY raced ungenerously in the early stages. A post race veterinary examination of 
FRENCH GAL did not reveal any abnormality and a swab sample was taken.  
 
RACE FOUR: CLASS 6 - DOMESTIC BRED – 1000 METRES 
Ham Wan Sik replaced Kim Dong Kyun as the rider of TAKEOFF. FINAL QUEEN 
was slowly away (2L). A swab sample was taken from BYEONGPUNGSAN.  
 
RACE FIVE: CLASS 6 - DOMESTIC BRED – 1300 METRES 
Park Sang Woo replaced Han Sung Youl as the rider of CHOSEOK DAESONG. A post 
race veterinary examination of JEMA did not reveal any abnormality. 
 
RACE SIX: CLASS 5 - DOMESTIC BRED – 1300 METRES 
Moon Se Young was fined W20 000 for careless riding in that near the 350m he 
permitted his mount to shift in when not clear of FIELD LINER which was obliged to 



check out across its heels. Park Si Cheon (OLLE DREAMER) was fined W30 000 for 
accidentally dropping his whip near the 350m. 
 
RACE SEVEN: CLASS 4 – DOMESTIC BRED - 1700 METRES 
Rounding the final turn GOOD PARTY became unbalanced when it bumped the running. 
A post race veterinary examination of CHEONGSANDO did not reveal any abnormality 
and a swab sample was taken.  
 
RACE EIGHT: CLASS 3 - DOMESTIC BRED – 1800 METRES 
A post race veterinary examination of CHEONGCHUN BISANG did not reveal any 
abnormality. CHEONGCHUN BISANG was beaten in excess of 42 lengths so, in 
accordance with the KRA rules, it was disqualified and is suspended from racing for 2 
months for not being competitive.  
 
RACE NINE: CLASS 1 – FOREIGN BRED - 2000 METRES 
Shin Dae Jun (DAEHYO), placed 7th, was fined W30 000 for being late to weigh in 
without a reasonable excuse. A post race veterinary examination of SOSEONO did not 
reveal any abnormality. A swab sample was taken from SOSEONO and LUCKY 
MOUNTAIN.  
 
RACE TEN: CLASS 2 – DOMESTIC BRED – 1900 METRES 
A swab sample was taken from UJU HAMDAE. A post race veterinary examination of 
GRAND CHAMP did not reveal any abnormality. Kim Ok Sung was reprimanded for 
careless riding in that in the early part of the home straight he failed to make a sufficient 
effort to prevent his mount from shifting in resulting in BOGIDEONGGULJJAE being 
momentarily crowded and having to shift out in order to improve. Kim Ok Sung has 
incurred two recent reprimands for this offence so, in accordance with the KRA penalty 
guidelines, his penalty was increased and he was fined W20 000. Lee Sang Hyeok (UJU 
HAMDAE) was fined W20 000 for careless riding in that near the 200m he permitted his 
mount to shift out bumping CHEOT INSANG which became extremely unbalanced.  
 
RACE ELEVEN: CLASS 4 – DOMESTIC BRED – 1400 METRES 
SEGYEYUSAN bled during the race and will now be ineligible to race for one month. 
Moon Se Young (ELITE COURSE) stated that he intended to race forward and his 
mount began a little awkwardly. He stated that his mount was up in weight today and that 
it felt flat throughout the race and weakened over the concluding stages. A post race 
veterinary examination of ELITE COURSE did not reveal any abnormality and a swab 
sample was taken. Moon Se Young was warned for carelessly dropping his near side rein 
near the 200m.  
 
In addition to the swab samples noted above, all the first three place getters in each 
race were sent to be swabbed. 
 
 


